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Members Please Note

I
N SEPTEMBER we are publishing a membership
booklet for the members of the Arboretum Founda-

tion. As we are particularly anxious to have our infor-

mation as correct as possible, we urge you to notify

us no later than September 1 if your name or address is

listed incorrectly. We are especially desirous of obtain-

ing the names of the newly elected garden club pres-

idents and their addresses so that the garden club

listing will be up to date. Please call the Arboretum
Foundation office, Seneca 0920, any week-day morning,

from 8 to 12, or drop a postcard to 5532 White Build-

ing. We would appreciate your cooperation.
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Eucryphia
By Donald G. Graham

EUCRYPHIA GLUTINOSA (formerly pinnatifolia) is

probably the most beautiful of all late flowering shrubs.

Although a native of Chile, it is perfectly hardy here. It is

decorated, in late July, with a profusion of two-inch wide,

pure white, fragrant, single flowers with golden anthers.

Its dark green saw-edged foliage turns crimson in the fall.

It grows to a height of twenty feet or more and should be

given a sheltered sunny position in well-drained, light, lime-

free, loamy or peaty soil. The double flowered form is also

remarkably beautiful but the writer prefers the single

flowered variety.

Eucryphia cordifolia is somewhat less hardy but has

thrived in the writer’s garden for five years in a position

sheltered from the south and west winds. It has simple,

heart-shaped leaves and its blooms, coming a month later,

resemble those of E. glutinosa but with more prominent

and heavier, reddish anthers.

Eucryphia Nymansay, a natural hybrid of the two species

just mentioned, is an erect pyramidal tree, entirely ever-

green. Its flowers, in August, milk-white with yellow an-

thers, combine the merits of both parents. The plant, im-

ported by the writer from England five years ago, 18 inches

tall, is now over 12 feet in height, blooming for the first

time this year. Because of its columnar habit it is entirely

appropriate for small gardens. Unlike E. glutinosa, which

blooms when quite small, this variety evidently must attain

some size before it commences flowering. It is truly a beau-

tiful small tree.

Eucryphia intermedia, a hybrid of E. glutinosa and E.

lucida, has not as yet bloomed in the writer’s garden, being

a more recent importation than those mentioned above. It

has oblong leaves. It is said to bloom in late August with

two-inch single white flowers “crowned by pink-tipped

threadlike stamens radiating from the heart.” It has re-

ceived the Award of Merit from the Royal Horticultural

Society.

Eucryphias should be planted in April. They may be

propagated from seeds sown in the spring. The seeds take

a year to mature on the plant. Propagation is also possible

by layering in the autumn. The most satisfactory, however,

is by cuttings made of side growths in July and inserted in

a close frame or propagating case with bottom heat.

Unfortunately, so far as the writer knows, these beautiful

shrubs are not as yet commercially obtainable in this coun-

try, except for E. glutinosa, which is offered by one or two
nurseries. They are not difficult to grow and deserve to be

better known.
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The Annual Trial Garden

A S THE members of the Foundation know, we are

conducting a trial grounds in which there are being

grown some three hundred of the newest types of annual

flowers. These will be at their best in late August and Sep-

tember and all of you are urged to see them. Come to the

Arboretum nursery at any time during the day.
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W .P.A. Work at the Arboretum

EVER since the inception of the Arboretum work, we
have had some sort of assistance either from the state

government, or from the federal government, through the

W.P.A. We regret to announce that this help is no longer

available to us. The W.P.A. discontinued the Arboretum
project as of July 3, 1941, and henceforth we must proceed
on our own. Those who have followed our growing project

since its beginning realize how important it has been for

us to have had active aid from these governmental organ-

izations. By virtue of their expenditures in both time and
money, our basic equipment, such as roads, trails, drains,

water systems, greenhouses, lathhouses, buildings and
nursery is far in excess of normal expectation based upon
the experiences of other arboreta and botanic gardens. The
fact that we have these fundamental, necessary items means
that it will be far simpler for us to proceed toward the

realization of the type of an arboretum that will ultimately

develop. However, cessation of W.P.A. help means that

we still have a great deal to do, especially in the field of

general maintenance. Garden clubs and similar organiza-

tions have been generous in providing funds for the pur-
chase of plant materials. We now need and will continue

to need greater appropriations for maintenance and, al-

though the reports of the various committees of the Ar-

boretum Foundation, presented at the last annual meeting,

are most gratifying, there still is ample room for an in-

creasing growth therein. We are now thrown almost entirely

upon the Foundation alone for financial aid. Every member
should understand that each thing that he or she can do to

bring in new memberships or to increase the classification of

old memberships will be sincerely appreciated by everyone
concerned.



A Brief History of Gardening
(Editor's Note: The following information comes from

a compilation made hy Mary Mills Hanley which was
derirted from a number of standard and old publications
on gardening. It is interesting to trace the progressive
use of plants as ornamentals from early historic times
down to the present. It is more interesting to follow the
influence of the various races of people upon gardening
as practiced in subsequent periods. The purpose of this

article is to bring together in a brief way the highlights of
gardening as it was practiced during different historic

ages.)

THE use of plants for ornamental purposes has undoubt-
edly been a relatively recent development. During the

long prehistoric period man must have been interested in

plants only insofar as they were able to produce for him
something that would provide food or shelter or a means
to combat his natural enemies. However, at some point

along the line of his growth there came a time when their

beauty alone was recognized as having a definite value.

Even within the short span of the last few decades we can

trace the expanding use of plant materials for ornamental

purposes indicating that the end has by no means been
reached as yet. We envision a future in which they will

occupy a station of even greater importance; when they

will have become almost a necessity. Some people even

regard them as necessities today, feeling that they supply

a much-needed stimulus.

Gardening apparently began in ancient Egypt. From
the available records we must conclude that it subsequently

spread both eastwardly and westwardly from this point

of origin. Eastwardly it was carried through Babylonia,

Persia, India, China and Japan. Westwardly it progressed

along the Mediterranean shores to Greece, Italy, Morocco,

Spain, thence to continental Europe and England.

The early Egyptian gardens evidently flourished along

the banks of the Nile from the tenth to the third centuries

B. C., although the year 4000 B. C. is usually accepted as

the first probable date. The essential design of these early

gardens was simple formality, since that is the easiest way
to create artistic effect. There were two types of gardens

recognized—those of the palaces and those of the temples

—

and in each, formality was the most striking characteristic.

They were rectangular in shape and enclosed by walls. The
entrance was by means of pylons which were decorated

with hieroglyphic inscriptions. Often within there were

walls which served to subdivide the area and on these vines

were usually trained. Palms and other plants were always

set out in straight rows along the walks to afford shade or

tunnels of trained plants similar to the pleached allees of

the Seventeenth Century gardens were used. Gaily colored

pavilions and bowers known as “kiosks” were lightly con-

structed of trellis materials and were so placed that they

were reflected in the usually rectangular pools where the

lotus was grown and where varieties of fish, ducks and other

aquatic birds thrived. Among the favorite plants used by

the Egyptians were apple, juniper, rosemary, jasmine,

myrtle, lotus, rose, chrysanthemum, heliotrope and iris.

Among the spices, cinnamon, mustard, succory and cori-

ander were usually grown and the vegetables included arti-

chokes, asparagus and cucumbers.

From archeological records we have learned that Rameses
the Third, who ruled during the twentieth dynasty, was a

great lover of gardens. He built a stately palace for Amon
Ra and surrounded it with gardens and arbors which were

filled with fruit trees and flowers for the two serpent god-

desses. The use of flowers in religious offerings was found

in tomb paintings as early as the fifth dynasty. Prominent

among them were the lotus and the papyrus.

One of the most remarkable representations of a garden

was found in a tomb at Thebes. The garden was situated

alongside a canal which presumably provided water through

some crude means of irrigation. It was surrounded by a

wall and the entrance was located at the middle of the side

nearest the canal. Within, there was a vineyard planted

and four ponds were indicated in which geese and lotus

flowers were represented. Mowers were grown along the

sides of the pond. Apparently date palms, planted in

systematic rows, were the favorite trees.

Ancient Assyria and Babylon

The records seem to indicate that ornamental horticulture

arose here at about 2000 B. C. As in Egypt, the first gar-

dens showed a prevailing formal character, but only in this

respect did they simulate those of Egypt. There was no
particular difference between the gardens of Assyria and
those of Babylon except for the fact that in the former

land stone and metal was used to a much greater extent.

Undoubtedly the most prominent feature of this period was
found in the “hanging gardens” of Babylon. These were

designed in harmony with the design of the Chaldean

temple and were in the form of a great square, artificial

mound which rose in several stages and having wide ter-

races on all four sides. The terraces were about 22 feet

wide. The whole garden covered an area of something more
than three acres and the Babylonians used tile, terra-cotta

and sun-dried brick in its construction. An asphalt-like

layer was then applied for weather-proofing.

The several stages were connected by broad flights of

stairs and upon each terrace was laid a layer of soil deep

enough to nourish flowers, shrubs and trees such as the

cypress, palm, cedar and acacia. The gardens were situated

near the Euphrates River and endless files of human beings

were employed to bring water from the river to them. It

is believed that simple hand machines were used to carry

the water from one level to the next.

Little is known of the Assyrian gardens except that they

clung to the precedent of the Babylonians. The “sacred

tree” constantly recurs in conventionalized designs and
roofs and courts are shown with trees, shrubs and flowers.

Garden Craft in Judea and Phoenicia

The Jews dwelt in a more varied and picturesque country
than did the Egyptians or the Assyrians. They were not

given to sumptuous forms of private life nor did their re-

ligious ritual call for the use of flowers in its ceremonies
since it was against their creed. Hence, gardening was not

so essential to them as it was to the Egyptians.

Of course, there were gardens in Judea, although they

played no conspicuous part in royal or priestly life. The
royal gardens were places for the raising and propagation
of fruit trees and other useful plants. Plants grown for

religious functions were the fragrant herbs required by their

ritual. The Levitical law against the propagation of mixed
species undoubtedly prevented the use of exotic types and
hybrids. In the temple gardens palms and pomegranates
were grown. The Jews had a definite sense for the beauty
and grandeur of the natural scenery, probably derived from
the fact that they were a wandering tribe. Their simple

way of life as well as their poverty were other contributing

factors in minimizing the use of ornamental plant species.

The Phoenicians, too, were a Semitic race and were
largely devoid of any instinct for the art of design. They
were, however, given to a rich and luxurious life. Their
religious rites were sumptuous and sensual.

The rich had homes in the suburbs and their villas were
surrounded by beautiful grounds. They borrowed their

designs from the Egyptians and Assyrians and as a result

their gardens were definitely formal in nature. They did dif-

fer in one respect, however. The Phoenicians being a travel-



ing people, came in contact with many other races in other
lands and most probably brought back exotic species.

The Gardens of Persia

The Persians were the most luxurious and pleasure-loving

of ancient peoples and this characteristic is well expressed
in their lavish gardens. Although the country is arid the soil

is fertile nonetheless and it was possible for them to create

parks and gardens without much difficulty. From their

annals of the year 550 B. C. we are given the first distinct

record of something more extensive and varied than the
small, formal enclosure around the temples of the above-
mentioned races.

The Persian name for a garden is the word from which
our word “paradise” comes. “It is a just tribute to their

natural love for such places that it should be adopted in

every language and become a symbol of the highest which
the body or the soul of man can enjoy.”

In Persian the art of gardening meant the combination
of the formal with the natural. Symmetrical courtyards,

regular plantings and stone-walled canals formed additions

to the beautiful terraces and external stairways. It was
here that the Royal palms received their name, for they were
carefully kept and preserved by the kings of Persia. In

medieval days, this land was still the center of luxurious
living and gardening art. Its influence, as we shall see,

spread all over the western part of Asia into Egypt and to

Ethiopia and even into Greece. (To be continued

)
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Spray Dilutions

I
T IS very difficult for the amateur gardener to make
adjustments in the ordinary spray recommendations that

are given out by commercial companies and experiment
stations in order to enable him or her to use them in a prac-

tical way around the home. The following table is designed

to assist in working out dilution so that small quantities of

the spray can be made up. This is a good table to keep for

convenient and ready reference.

Do You Grow the Tiger Lily ?

ANY of you who may have sturdy clumps of lilium

tigrinum, the tiger lily, can assist the Arboretum in

the development of one of its experimental projects by

permitting us to use the bulbils which are produced in such

abundance in the axils of the leaves along the stem of the

plant. We can use quantities of these bulbils and if you can

spare them we would appreciate your going into the garden

right now to take them from the plants. They can either be

mailed to the Arboretum or left in the Foundation office at

5532 White Building any week-day morning from 8 to 12.

i i i

Koelreuteria Paniculata

KOELREUTERIA PANICULATA, the varnish tree, is

a most interesting one and we are glad to record that

a specimen large enough to produce flowers has been found

here in Seattle. It is a relatively small, slow-growing tree

that belongs to the soapberry family. The flowers which

appear in late July and August here in the Pacific North-

west are carried on large, loose panicles which project well

above the crown. They are yellow to orange-yellow in color

and if the tree is planted in front of a dark evergreen

background, they become particularly showy. The crown

gives the appearance of openness and looseness, a quality

which makes the species desirable for lawn plantings since

too dense a shade will not be cast to prohibit the proper

development of a lawn beneath it. It has the additional

advantage of being small, making it the more usable around

the average home. The largest specimen about which we
know bloomed this summer at the home of Mrs. Thomas P.

Evans, Jr., 7031 17th Ave. N.E., in Seattle. The fruit, an
inflated bladder-like capsule, is also a prominent feature

of the species.

Concentration

Amount of Spray 1-100 1-200 1-300 1-400 1-500 1-600 1-800 1-1000

1 gallon
134 oz.

or
234 tbs.

5 tsp. 3M- tsp. 21/2 tsp. 2 tsp. 1% tsp. 134 tsp. 134 tsp.

3 gallons
3% oz.

or

734 tbs

2 oz.

or
4 tbs.

1 34 oz.

or
1034 tsp.

1 oz.

or

734 tsp.

% oz.

or
6 tsp.

534 tsp. 434 tsp. 3% tsp.

5 gallons
6 V2 oz.

or
13 tbs.

334 oz.

or
6 tbs.

2 oz.

or
17 tsp.

134 oz.

or
121/2 tsp.

134 oz.

or
10 tsp.

1 oz.

or
2 tsp.

71/2 tsp. 534 tsp.

10 gallons
13 oz.

or
25 tbs.

634 oz.

or
12 tbs.

434 oz.

or

834 tbs.

334 oz.

or
6 tbs.

21/2 oz.

or
5 tbs.

2 oz.

or
4 tbs.

134 oz.

or
1234 tsp.

134 oz.

or
10y2 tsp.

20 gallons 26 oz.

13 oz.

or
24 tbs.

834 oz.

or
17 tbs.

6 1/2 oz.

or
12 tbs.

5 oz.

or
10 tbs.

4 oz.

or
8 tbs.

3 oz.

or
6 tbs.

234 oz.

or
5 tbs.

50 gallons

64 oz.

or

2 qt.

32 oz.

or

1 qt.

22 oz.

or

% pt.

16 oz.

or

1 pt.

14 oz.

or
25 tbs.

11 oz.

or
20 tbs.

8 oz.

or
15 tbs.

6 oz.

or
1234 tbs.

(tsp.—Teaspoonfuls) (tbs.—Tablespoonfuls)

In interpreting the above table, you should know that

the significant figure at the top of each vertical column

refers to the number of parts of spray that are to be used

in specific amounts of water, thus 1-100 means one part of

the spray material per 100 parts of water and 1-800 would

mean one part of the material to 800 parts of water. By
reading down each column, you can find the number of

teaspoonfuls, tablespoonfuls or ounces that are to be used
for small quantities such as 1, 3, 5 and up to 50 gallons in

order to get the proper, recommended strength. A common
recommendation for aphid control calls for nicotine sul-

phate 1-800. Thus, if you have a 3 -gallon sprayer, you
would use 3J4 teaspoonfuls in the full tank to control this

pest. Other concentrations can be found the same way.
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